The pseudo-conformal scenario is an alternative to inflation in which the early universe is described by an approximate conformal field theory on flat, Minkowski space. Some fields acquire a time-dependent expectation value, which breaks the flat space so(4, 2) conformal algebra to its so(4, 1) de Sitter subalgebra. As a result, weight-0 fields acquire a scale invariant spectrum of perturbations. The scenario is very general, and its essential features are determined by the symmetry breaking pattern, irrespective of the details of the underlying microphysics. In this paper, we apply the well-known coset technique to derive the most general effective lagrangian describing the Goldstone field and matter fields, consistent with the assumed symmetries. The resulting action captures the low energy dynamics of any pseudo-conformal realization, including the U(1)-invariant quartic model and the Galilean Genesis scenario. We also derive this lagrangian using an alternative method of curvature invariants, consisting of writing down geometric scalars in terms of the conformal mode.
Introduction
Cosmic microwave background and large-scale structure measurements provide strong observational evidence for a nearly scale invariant and gaussian spectrum of curvature perturbations in the very early universe. An important goal of early-universe cosmology is to understand the genesis of these fluctuations. The inflationary universe [1] [2] [3] [4] addresses this question as well as the horizon and flatness problems, but it is not the unique mechanism by which to solve these problems. This has led to proposed alternatives to the inflationary paradigm, for example, pre-big bang cosmology [5] [6] [7] , string gas cosmology [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the ekpyrotic scenario .
For a single scalar degree of freedom minimally coupled to Einstein gravity -and with luminal or sub-luminal sound speed -demanding that a solution both produces a scale-invariant spectrum of curvature perturbations on a dynamical attractor background and remains weakly-coupled over many decades of modes leads one uniquely to inflation [44] [45] [46] [47] . Therefore, alternative mechanisms which generate perturbations while remaining weakly-coupled must either rely on an instability, as in the contracting matter-dominated scenario [48, 49] , and/or must involve additional degrees of freedom, as in the New Ekpyrotic scenario [31] [32] [33] .
The pseudo-conformal universe discussed in this paper exploits the latter loophole, introducing additional degrees of freedom as progenitors of density perturbations. Pseudo-conformal cosmology [50] [51] [52] is an alternative to inflation which postulates that the universe at very early times is cold, nearly static, and governed by an approximate conformal field theory (CFT) on approximately Minkowski space. The conformal theory is invariant under the conformal algebra of 4-dimensional Minkowksi space, namely so(4, 2). The central ingredient of the scenario is that the dynamics allow for at least one scalar operator (of non-zero conformal weight) in the CFT to acquire a time-dependent expectation value which breaks the so(4, 2) algebra down to so(4, 1), so(4, 2) −→ so(4, 1) .
(1.1)
Specifically, this symmetry breaking pattern follows from scalar operators φ I , I = 1, . . . , N, of weight ∆ I = 0 developing the time-dependent profilē
where −∞ < t < 0, and t = 0 signals the transition into a standard big bang phase. Since the so(4, 1) unbroken symmetry algebra coincides with the algebra of isometries of de Sitter space, it is not surprising that certain fields (namely weight-0 fields) in the theory acquire scale invariant perturbations under very general conditions. These are entropy or isocurvature perturbations, which at some later stage must be converted to adiabatic perturbations through standard mechanisms [53] [54] [55] .
Despite the appearance of so(4, 1), the scenario is not equivalent to inflation. The mechanism is intrinsically non-gravitational, and to a good approximation can be described on flat, Minkowski space-time. In the presence of gravity, the Einstein-frame scale factor to which the CFT minimally couples is either very slowly contracting or expanding, corresponding to an equation of state |w| ≫ 1. Such a phase of slow contraction (or expansion) is well-known to make the universe increasingly flat, homogeneous and isotropic, akin to the smoothing mechanism in ekpyrotic cosmology [14] .
As usual with spontaneous symmetry breaking, much of the relevant physics derives from the assumed symmetries, irrespective of the underlying microphysics. The mechanism described above first appeared in explicit incarnations, namely the negative-φ 4 model [50, 56] and Galilean Genesis [51] . As was pointed out in [52] , however, the key phenomena encountered in these realizations follow from the symmetry breaking pattern (1.1). In particular, it was shown that the quadratic action for the perturbations is completely fixed by the symmetries.
In this paper, we systematically construct the most general low-energy effective action that linearly realizes so(4, 1) and non-linearly realizes so (4, 2) . Techniques for the construction of non-linear realizations such as this were developed in the 60's for internal symmetries [57, 58] and later extended to space-time symmetries [59] . After reviewing these techniques and giving a few motivational examples, we apply them to the symmetry breaking pattern of interest (1.1). For broken space-time symmetries, as is the case here, it is well-known that the standard counting of Goldstone bosons fails [60] . Indeed, even though (1.1) implies 5 broken symmetries, there is only one Goldstone, π. This is due to the fact that some Goldstone degrees of freedom are not actually independent and are related by so-called inverse Higgs constraints [61] , which reduce the number of dynamical fields. The coset construction allows us to write down the most general effective action for π and other "matter" fields, including weight-0 fields, systematically in powers of derivatives.
As an example of the utility of the effective field theory formalism, we construct the most general lagrangian up to quartic order in derivatives for the Goldstone π. Although the intermediate steps are somewhat technical, the end result is surprisingly simple. The Goldstone action is given by , which is a metric on de Sitter space with Hubble parameter H. As we will discuss, however, the metricḡ eff µν is not the physical Einstein-frame metric which will minimally couple to matter in the later universe. The physical metric is the flat metric η µν , and g eff µν should be thought of as parameterizing the background VEV's for the conformal fields. We will see that this difference is what makes the conformal scenario different from standard inflation.
Similarly, it is possible to use the non-linear realization machinery to couple matter fields to the Goldstone field. As an example, we construct an invariant action up to fourth order in derivatives for a fiducial weight-0 spectator field, χ, 
where the functions, V (χ),M 2 0 (χ) . . ., are arbitrary polynomial functions of χ. We assume that V (0) = dV /dχ| 0 = dM 2 0 /dχ| 0 = 0 so that there are no tadpole contributions and π = χ = 0 is a consistent solution.
Using this effective theory, we check that the 2-point function for χ is indeed scale invariant for suitable choices of the couplings. The 2-point function for π, meanwhile, is strongly red tilted, corresponding to a de Sitter weight −1 field, consistent with earlier analyses [50] [51] [52] . The first nontrivial results arise at the 3-point level. The unbroken so(4, 1) symmetries act at late times as the conformal group on R 3 , hence the 3-point function is completely fixed by conformal invariance [62] , up to an overall normalization,
where x ij ≡ | x i − x j |, the ϕ's are any of the conformal fields, and the ∆'s denote their conformal weights. Using our effective action, we find that the 3-point functions χχχ and πχχ are consistent with 3d conformal invariance. Focusing only on the so(4, 1) symmetries, the form of correlation functions is identical to that of spectator fields in inflation [63, 64] , including gravitational waves [65] , where the so(4, 1) isometries also act at late times as the conformal group on
However, the correlation functions of pseudo-conformal cosmology also know about the full so (4, 2) symmetries and are therefore more constrained than their inflationary counterparts. The 5 broken symmetries should result in Ward identities relating correlation functions with different numbers of fields, akin to the soft pion theorems of the chiral lagrangian for QCD. The pseudo-conformal correlation functions may therefore exhibit distinguishing relations that the smaller symmetry algebra of inflation cannot reproduce. We will describe the systematic derivation of these relations
elsewhere, but as a glimmer of what such relations might entail, we show how the coefficients of particular interactions are fixed by symmetry and argue that these should lead to strict relations between the normalization of the four-point and three-point functions, for example.
After working out the effective action using standard non-linear realization techniques, we illustrate an alternative to the coset construction. This alternative technique is a straightforward generalization of the curvature invariant method employed in [66] to construct the conformal galileons. Our desire is to construct actions which linearly realize the de Sitter group while also non-linearly realizing the full conformal group. A clear way to linearly realize the isometries of de
Sitter is to construct a field theory on an effective, fictitious de Sitter space,ḡ eff µν . If we then add the conformal mode to the de Sitter metric and consider 6) then theories constructed from diffeomorphism invariants of this metric will have the symmetries of the conformal group of de Sitter space, which is the same group as the conformal group of flat space, i.e., the desired so(4, 2) symmetry.. Similarly, we may couple matter fields to the Goldstone field by using the geometric covariant derivative associated to the metric (1.6). We argue that this construction is entirely equivalent to the coset construction.
Again, it is worth stressing the difference between the effective de Sitter space which emerges in the effective action for perturbations, and the nearly Minkowskian physical space-time g µν ≃ η µν which describes the actual, Einstein-frame geometry, and which will minimally couple to matter in the later universe. As illustrated explicitly with the φ 4 example in Sec. 3, the de Sitter metric is related to the Minkowskian, Einstein-frame metric by g eff µν = φ 2 g µν ≃ φ 2 η µν . Of course one can perform a conformal transformation to work in terms of g eff µν , whose background solution is de Sitter, but the resulting action is in Jordan frame and involves a strongly time-varying Newton's constant, showing that the scenario is distinctly different from inflation. Incidentally, the coexistence of a physical Minkowski geometry and a fictitious de Sitter metric also explains the necessity of having the full so(4, 2) conformal symmetries -the conformal group is the smallest group which contains both a de Sitter and a Poincaré subgroup.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the pseudo-conformal mechanism in the simplest of cases, the negative quartic potential of [50, 52] . In an Appendix, we also give a novel six-dimensional viewpoint on the scenario in this simple case. In Sec. 3, we describe the cosmological dynamics and show explicitly that this scenario is not inflationary. In Sec. 4, we review the coset construction technique for non-linear realizations in both the case of internal and of space-time symmetry breaking. We give some instructional examples of the techniques, including the well-studied case where the conformal group is spontaneously broken to Poincaré.
In Sec. 5 we apply the coset construction to the symmetry breaking pattern of principal interest, where the conformal group is broken to its de Sitter subgroup. In Sec. 6 we corroborate the results of the coset construction by building the low-energy effective action using the curvature invariant technique. After constructing the actions for both the Goldstone and a weight-0 spectator field, we compute the 2-point functions for both in Sec. 7, and verify that the spectator field indeed has a scale-invariant spectrum of fluctuations. We also consider the 3-point functions χχχ and πχχ . Finally, we summarize our results and discuss future directions in Sec. 8.
Review of the Pseudo-Conformal Scenario
Before diving into the derivation of the effective action, it is worth reviewing the conformal scenario through its simplest realization: a conformal scalar field φ with negative φ 4 potential. The negative φ 4 example was considered in the context of a holographic dual to an AdS 5 bouncing cosmology by [56] , discussed in the present context in a series of papers by Rubakov [50, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , and further developed in [52] .
Simplest Illustration of the Mechanism
Consider the action
with "wrong-sign" potential, λ > 0. The potential is unbounded from below, so we must imagine that higher-dimensional (e.g., Planck-suppressed) operators stabilize the field at large φ [52] . At the classical level, this theory is invariant under the 15 conformal transformations, under which φ is a field of weight ∆ = 1,
These form the so(4, 2) algebra, as may be seen by repackaging the generators (2.2) as
which then satisfy the so(4, 2) algebra
where η AB = diag(η µν , 1, −1). The equation of motion for the action (2.1), assuming a homogeneous field profile, isφ
which has the zero-energy solutionφ
This solution is a dynamical attractor [52] , essentially because the growing mode solution for small perturbations δφ can be absorbed at late times into a time shift of the background. The profile (2.6) spontaneously breaks the symmetry algebra of the action (2.1) to its so(4, 1) de Sitter subalgebra. Indeed, the subalgebra of conformal generators (2.2) that annihilate the background (2.6) is spanned by
These can be packaged into the generators 8) which have the commutation relations of the so(4, 1) algebra,
where η ab = diag (δ ij , 1, −1). Now, let us consider coupling a weight-0 spectator, i.e., a field χ which transforms under (2.2) with ∆ = 0 , to the rolling field φ. In order for the action to be dilation invariant, the action for χ up to quadratic order (and second order in derivatives) must be of the form
In fact, this action is invariant under the full conformal group where χ transforms as a weight-0 field. When φ gets the profile (2.6), we may think of the χ field as coupling via the effective metric 11) which is the metric of de Sitter space in a flat slicing. Thus, the χ field feels as though it lives on de Sitter space. It is emphasized that this is not the physical metric -everything takes place in flat Minkowski space. It should not be surprising in light of the fact that χ lives in an effective de Sitter space that it can acquire a scale-invariant spectrum of perturbations. Indeed, if m χ and κ are sufficiently small, in the long wavelength limit the power spectrum is [52] 12) which is indeed scale invariant. The key insight of [52] is that weight-0 fields acquiring a scaleinvariant spectrum is a feature generic to the symmetry breaking pattern so(4, 2) → so(4, 1).
Cosmological Dynamics -Why This is Not Inflation
The pseudo-conformal scenario assumes that the CFT couples minimally to Einstein gravity,
Conformal invariance is thus (mildly) broken at the 1/M Pl level. (The above covariantization is consistent with that assumed in the Galilean Genesis scenario [51] ; in his φ 4 example, Rubakov [50] instead considers conformal coupling to gravity. Conformal coupling is also considered in [72, 73] , in a similar context.)
The action (3.1) is cast in Einstein frame, where the Planck scale is constant and the metric will be nearly flat. We first describe our cosmological background in this frame, and then turn to a "Jordan-frame" description in terms of the effective de Sitter geometry which the weight-0 spectators couple to. Comparing the descriptions will make clear that the conformal scenario is dramatically different than inflation.
Einstein-Frame Cosmology
At sufficiently early times (to be made precise shortly), gravity is negligible, hence the solution (1.2) is approximately valid. Since this background only depends on time and is invariant under dilatation, the pressure and energy density must both scale as 1/t 4 . But energy conservation implies ρ ≃ const. at zeroth order in 1/M Pl , hence ρ ≃ 0. Thus, the assumed symmetries completely fix the form of the energy density and pressure of the CFT,
up to a constant parameter β. For instance, for the quartic potential model discussed in Sec. 2.1, β = 2/λ > 0 corresponding to positive pressure. In the Galilean Genesis scenario [51] , on the other hand, β < 0, and the CFT violates the Null Energy Condition.
Integrating M 2 PlḢ = −(ρ CFT + P CFT )/2 gives the Hubble parameter
which corresponds to a contracting or expanding universe depending on the sign of β. In particular, the universe is contracting in the quartic potential case (β = 2/λ), and expanding in the Galilean Genesis scenario (β < 0). We can integrate once more to obtain the scale factor
This self-consistently shows that the universe is indeed nearly static at early times. Specifically, neglecting gravity is valid for t ≪ t end , with
Note that in the φ 4 example, for instance, this corresponds to φ(t end ) ∼ M Pl , where one in any case expects M Pl suppressed operators to regulate the potential.
One last word about the cosmology in Einstein frame: the evolution (3.3) implies the CFT equation of state
Over the range −∞ < t < t end , the equation of state decreases from +∞ to a value of O(1). A contracting phase with w ≫ 1 is characteristic of ekpyrotic cosmologies. The key difference here compared to earlier ekpyrotic scenarios is that w is rapidly decreasing in time, as opposed to being nearly constant [14] or growing rapidly [41] [42] [43] . A phase of contraction/expansion with |w| ≫ 1 is well known to drive the universe to be increasingly flat, homogeneous and isotropic [24] . Hence the background of interest is a dynamical attractor, even in the presence of gravity.
Jordan-Frame de Sitter Description
The above makes it clear that the cosmological evolution is non-inflationary, since in the Einstein frame, the scale factor is either slowly contracting or expanding. Nevertheless, since we have already mentioned that weight-0 spectator fields experience an effective de Sitter metricsee (2.11) -one may wonder whether the scenario is secretly inflation when cast in terms of this other metric. To shed light on this issue, consider for concreteness a single time-evolving scalar field φ of weight 1, as in the example of Section 2.1. As in (2.10), weight-0 fields are assumed to couple to an effective, "Jordan-frame" metric
Let us see how the de Sitter background arises in Jordan frame. Upon the conformal transformation (3.7), the action (3.1) becomes
The Friedmann and scalar field equations that derive from (3.8) take the simple form
where H eff = φ −1 d ln a eff /dt is the Jordan-frame Hubble parameter, and dots are time derivatives with respect to the time coordinate t (we have not changed coordinates, only conformal frames).
We have used (3.2) to substitute for the energy density and pressure of the CFT.
The β term on the right hand side of the second equation of (3.9) is suppressed by 1/M Pl and hence is negligible at sufficiently early times (specifically when t ≪ t end from (3.5)). In this regime, the equations allow for a solution φ ∼ 1/t and H eff = constant, consistent with the Einstein-frame analysis. Thus the effective geometry is indeed approximately de Sitter. But this is emphatically not inflation in any usual sense. The de Sitter expansion results from the non-minimal coupling of φ to gravity in this Jordan frame. In particular, the effective Planck scale M eff Pl ∼ 1/φ varies by order unity in a Hubble time.
Phenomenological Lagrangians
We now turn to the systematic construction of actions realizing the symmetry breaking pattern (1.1) of the conformal scenario. Symmetry is a powerful tool in the study of physical phenomena. 1 The effective metric g eff µν thus defined carries units, but this is inconsequential to our arguments; alternatively, one could write g eff µν = (φ 2 /M 2 )g µν and carry the mass scale M throughout the calculation.
As illustrated most famously by the chiral lagrangian of the strong interactions [74] , much of the dynamics of physical systems follows solely from symmetry breaking patterns. In two classic papers [57, 58] , Callan, Coleman, Wess and Zumino developed a general algorithm for constructing low-energy effective actions, the so-called coset construction. The original work dealt with internal symmetries, but was extended to the case of space-time symmetry breaking shortly thereafter by
Volkov [59] . Here we briefly review the coset construction in both the internal symmetry and space-time cases and present some simple examples. We will then apply the coset construction to the symmetry-breaking pattern of interest in Sec. 5. Nice reviews of the coset construction are
given by [75, 76] .
Coset Construction for Internal Symmetries
Consider a theory which is invariant under some continuous internal symmetry group G, which is spontaneously broken to some continuous subgroup H. The Goldstone fields then parameterize the coset space G/H. Following [57] [58] [59] , we want to write down the most general H-invariant lagrangian which non-linearly realizes the G symmetry.
The Lie algebra g of G admits an orthogonal decomposition
where h is the Lie algebra of the preserved group H, and a is its orthogonal complement. 2 We denote bases of these subspaces as V i ∈ h and A a ∈ a. A convenient parametrization of the Goldstone fields is given by
The ξ a (x)'s denote real scalar fields (the Goldstones) which are allowed to depend on space-time coordinates. The fields transform under a left action byḡ ∈ G as
3)
The appearance of h(ξ,ḡ) ∈ H preserves the parametrization (4.2). On G, there is a distinguished left-invariant Lie algebra-valued 1-form, the Maurer-Cartan form,
where we have expanded ω in the basis of the Lie algebra g. Now, ω is invariant under left G-transformations, but shifts under the local right H-transformations in (4.3). Its components therefore shift non-linearly under the transformation (4.3) as
We see that ω a A transforms covariantly and so provides an ingredient for constructing invariant lagrangians. Any lagrangian that is constructed to be H-invariant will automatically non-linearly realize G. We can think of ω a A as the covariant derivative for the Goldstone fields ξ a ,
On the other hand, ω i V transforms as a gauge connection. From these, we can construct higher covariant derivatives for the Goldstone fields [57, 58, 75] as well as for other "matter" fields, ψ, transforming in some representation D of H:
From these ingredients, we can construct the most general lagrangian which is invariant under H and non-linearly realizes G. In summary, the building blocks are the following objects,
along with any invariant tensors of the group H (and possibly the epsilon tensor, if one does not care about parity). An invariant lagrangian is then built out of terms which are both Lorentzcovariant and have fully contracted internal H indices. 3 We are assuming that the Lie algebra satisfies [h, a] ∼ a.
Spontaneously Broken Space-time Symmetries
The coset construction in the case of spontaneously broken space-time symmetries is similar, but there are various subtleties. Here we give a brief review following [75] .
Consider a symmetry group G which contains some unbroken generators of space-time translations, P µ , Lorentz transformations J µν , and some unbroken symmetry group H generated by V i .
Furthermore, we assume there are some broken generators, Z a . In writing the coset element, we treat the unbroken P µ 's on essentially the same footing as the broken symmetry generators Z a 's, since the coordinates x µ transform non-linearly under translations. Hence we parameterize the coset G/H by
A left G-transformation acts as [59, 75] ge
where
is an element of the unbroken group H.
Thus far the discussion parallels the internal symmetry case, except for the way we have dealt with space-time translations. In much the same way as for internal symmetries, if we restrict the G-transformation to the unbroken group H, we find that the symmetries are linearly realized. It is also easy to see that under a translation, the space-time coordinates transform inhomogeneously
It is for this reason that we choose to treat the x µ in the same way as the Goldstone fields above. Another way to see that this is useful is to recall that space-time may be viewed as the coset Poincaré/Lorentz [60] .
As before, the appropriate object to consider is the Maurer-Cartan 1-form,
As in the internal symmetry case, the Maurer-Cartan form is left-invariant under global Gtransformations. It is, however, not invariant under local action by H on the right. The transfor-mation rules for the forms are [75] 
where h(ξ,ḡ) is as in (4.11) . From this, we can deduce the form of the covariant derivatives for the Goldstone modes.
An additional subtlety in the space-time case is that the 1-forms dx µ no longer have simple transformation rules under broken transformations. As a result, the appropriate basis 1-forms to use are ω µ P , which transform in the correct way [59, 60, 75] . One can think of ω µ P as giving a vielbein by writing ω
µ . Using this, we can construct the covariant derivative of Goldstone fields [75, 77] 14) and for matter fields of any H representation and Lorentz representation
Note that the left hand side is exactly the same as in the internal symmetry case except for the fact that we have ω µ P multiplying D µ instead of just dx µ . As before, the building blocks for constructing actions are 
For low derivative-order actions, a computationally more straightforward tact is to build an invariant lagrangian by directly combining together the forms appearing in the Maurer-Cartan form with the wedge product. We will take advantage of this technique whenever it is more convenient.
Inverse Higgs Constraints
The coset construction in the space-time symmetry case is complicated by the fact that not all of the Goldstone fields are independent physical degrees of freedom. Although in the case of internal symmetries there is a Goldstone mode for each broken symmetry generator, this need not be true for broken space-time symmetries. In general we may be able to relate one Goldstone field to derivatives of another one. This is the so-called inverse Higgs effect [61] . An intuitive illustration of this phenomenon is the example of a co-dimension one domain wall in three spatial dimensions [60] . The domain wall clearly breaks both the translation and two rotations transverse to it, so naïvely there should be a total of three Goldstone modes. However, if one performs an infinitesimal, spatially-varying translation of the wall, which is physically what a Goldstone boson represents, it is clear that this looks locally the same as an infinitesimal rotation of the wall. The two modes are thus degenerate, and there is only one independent mode. This is a simple example of the general phenomenon when space-time symmetries are broken.
In practice, implementing the inverse Higgs constraint is not complicated [61] : if the commutator of an unbroken translation generator P µ and a broken symmetry generator A has a component along a different broken generator B,
then we may eliminate the Goldstone mode associated to A. This is done by setting the element of the Maurer-Cartan form associated with B to zero, giving a relation between the Goldstone modes of A and B:
Note that this never happens in the internal symmetry case because the broken internal symmetry generators commute with the action of all space-time symmetry generators. The constraint is invariant under the action of the non-linearly realized group G, and may therefore be consistently implemented in actions -lagrangians which are invariant to start with will continue to be invariant after implementation of this constraint. In many cases of physical interest, this constraint is in fact equivalent to eliminating the unphysical Goldstones via their equation of motion [81] , so that the lagrangians before and after implementing the constraint are dynamically equivalent.
Warm-Up: Breaking Conformal Symmetry to Poincaré
As an example of the non-linear realization technique as applied to broken space-time symmetries, it is illuminating to consider the breaking pattern where the conformal algebra is spontaneously broken to its Poincaré subalgebra,
This symmetry breaking pattern was considered originally in [59] and also extensively in [78] [79] [80] ;
see [60, 61, 75, 77, 81] for nice discussions. Not only is this symmetry breaking pattern interesting in its own right, it will provide a nontrivial check in the case of breaking to the de Sitter subalgebra, as the construction must reproduce the results of this section in appropriate limits.
The conformal algebra in the standard basis is given by
The unbroken subalgebra is the Poincaré algebra, and we parameterize the coset space G/H by
The Maurer-Cartan 1-form is given by [59, 77, 81 ]
with components
Here space-time indices have been raised and lowered with η µν . There are at face value five Goldstone fields (π and ξ µ ), corresponding to the 5 broken symmetries, but four of them are redundant. Indeed, in the commutator [K µ , P ν ] = 2J µν − 2η µν D, the dilation generator appears on the right, which implies that we can eliminate the Goldstone fields associated with the broken special conformal transformations by implementing the inverse Higgs constraint, 25) giving a relation between the Goldstones
Hence there is only one independent Goldstone boson -the dilaton π.
We are free to substitute (4.26) back into the Maurer-Cartan form at will. In this way, it is convenient to rewrite the relevant components as [77] Meanwhile, the invariant measure is
In order to construct the lagrangian for the dilaton π, we note that the covariant derivative associated to ξ µ is given by the expression
This can be solved for the covariant derivative using the forms (4.27): The matter covariant derivative allows us to take higher derivatives of the object D ν ξ µ . In this case, it is just the geometric covariant derivative ∇ µ associated to the metric g µν .
We are now in a position to construct the action for π. The building blocks are
Invariant actions consist of Lorentz contractions of these objects, multiplied by the invariant measure (4.29). The simplest term has no derivatives
The next simplest term is the kinetic term 35) where the last step follows from integration by parts. This is the well-known expression for the kinetic term that non-linearly realizes conformal symmetry, first derived in [59] .
At the four-derivative level, we have
In Sec. 4.2 it was mentioned briefly that it is possible to construct actions directly from the Maurer-Cartan form. Here we can make this statement more explicit by considering the 4-form
which gives the kinetic term (4.35) . In this way, we see that actions may be built by directly combining the invariant 1-forms using the Lorentz-invariant tensors η µν and ǫ µνρσ . 6 As a wedge product, this action corresponds to the sum of 4-forms
where ⋆ 4 is the Hodge dual with respect to the conformal metric,
It can be checked that this combination is is indeed conformally invariant. As we will show explicitly in Section 5, the other four-derivative term (D µ ξ ν ) 2 is not linearly independent in d = 4, however one can construct a linearly independent term by taking a suitable limit as d → 4 (this same subtlety arises in a different guise in [66] ). Terms of higher order in derivatives can be constructed by following the same pattern we have outlined above, building Lorentz scalars from the objects (4.33).
An alternative viewpoint on the coset construction, which will be explored more fully in Sec. 6, is based on the effective conformal metric
Note that the Ricci tensor associated to this conformal metric, 38) can be expressed in terms of the covariant derivative D µ ξ ν after lowering an index
Additionally, D α ξ α ∼ R, the Ricci scalar for the conformal metric. We therefore see that the invariant action constructed by the coset method corresponds to all possible diffeomorphism scalars constructed from the metric g µν = e 2π η µν , its curvature tensors and its covariant derivative.
Breaking Conformal to de Sitter
We now turn to the case of principal interest -spontaneously breaking the conformal algebra to its de Sitter subalgebra
To our knowledge, the coset construction for this symmetry breaking pattern has not appeared previously in the literature. (The case of breaking conformal to the Anti-de Sitter algebra so (3, 2) was considered in [82] .) To this end, it is convenient to parameterize the conformal algebra by the
where the dimensionful parameter H will turn out to be the Hubble constant for the effective de Sitter metric. In this basis, the algebra takes the form
This parameterization of the conformal algebra appears also in [77] in the context of breaking the conformal algebra to Poincaré. The advantage of working withP µ rather than the P µ is that the set {P µ , J νρ } generates an so(4, 1) subalgebra. 7 This can be made manifest by adding a fifth index and writing J 5µ ≡P µ , in terms of which the commutation relations of {P µ , J νρ } take the so(4, 1)
form,
where η ab = diag (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is the metric of 4+1 dimensional Minkowski space.
Constructing the Effective Action
Since the broken symmetries correspond to D and K µ in this basis, we parameterize the group coset by g = e y·P e πD e ξ·K , 5) where the inner product is taken with respect to the vielbein metric η mn . As we will see shortly, the space-time coordinates y µ corresponding toP µ parametrize a particular coordinate system on de Sitter space. At the end of the day, however, it will be possible to express all of our results in a coordinate-independent way.
7 Although this is not our main focus, one might also be interested in breaking the conformal algebra to its Anti-de Sitter subalgebra so(3, 2). This breaking pattern follows straightforwardly by definingP
Then, the set of generators {P µ , J νρ } generates an so(3, 2) subalgebra of so(4, 2). This symmetry breaking pattern was considered in [82] , using a different parameterization of the algebra. In order to obtain actions equivalent to theirs (but algebraically simpler), one can analytically continue H 2 → −H 2 in the following sections.
We can pull back the Maurer-Cartan form on the conformal group by this local section and expand it in components,
Here, the vielbein is given by e allowing us to write everything in terms of space-time indices.
As we are now used to, there is an inverse Higgs constraint to be implemented which will give a relation between Goldstone fields. The commutator
implies that the Goldstone fields ξ µ associated to the K µ 's can be removed in favor of π. This is implemented by setting ω D = 0, which gives the relation
14)
The expression (5.6) for the Maurer-Cartan form thus simplifies,
where the contraction ξ 2 =ḡ µν eff ξ µ ξ ν is everywhere understood as taken with respect to the de Sitter metricḡ eff µν , and∇ ν is the covariant derivative associated to this metric. As before, we define the covariant derivative of the Goldstone field ξ µ by
which implies
The covariant derivative can be written explicitly in terms of π using (5.14) as
The other key ingredient for writing down invariant actions is the metric. Noting that the appropriate vielbein is e Finally, the invariant volume element is given by
Although expressed in terms of y µ coordinates, the answer is manifestly diffeomorphism invariant and hence holds in any coordinate system.
The Goldstone action is then formed by building scalars from these ingredients. (As before we are allowed to use the matter covariant derivative, ∇ µ -the covariant derivative associated to g eff µν -but for the lowest order actions we will not need it.) The simplest action is just the conformally invariant volume (5.20), analogous to (4.34),
Meanwhile, the kinetic term for the Goldstone field arises from
where all contractions are performed with the de Sitter metricḡ eff µν and in the last line we have integrated by parts. Note that this expression has a tadpole contribution which may be canceled by adding a suitable multiple of the invariant measure, thereby setting the relative coefficient between S 1 and S 0 . As a check, this result agrees with (4.35) in the limit H → 0. At the four-derivative level, we have
Incidentally, S 1 can be realized as a wedge product as follows
. 10 As before, this term may also be constructed directly as a wedge product of Maurer-Cartan coefficients:
where we have dropped a total derivative and a constant (π-independent) term. The last two terms can of course be absorbed into the coefficients of the lower-order action S 0 and S 1 .
There is of course another four-derivative term, obtained from (D µ ξ ν ) 2 , but the corresponding action turns out to be a linear combination of S 2 , S 1 and S 0 :
However, this degeneracy is an accident of d = 4 dimensions. One can form a linearly independent combination of these two terms in d-dimensions and then take the limit d → 4 in order to recover another invariant combination [66] . The result of this procedure, detailed in Sec. 6, is the orthogonal combination
As indicated by the subscript, this is a Wess-Zumino (WZ) term, in the same sense as L 3 of the conformal galileons [66, 83] .
11
The construction of the effective action can be extended in this way to arbitrary derivative order.
To summarize, the most general Goldstone lagrangian consistent with the symmetry breaking pattern (5.1), up to fourth order in derivatives, is
where the relative coefficient between the e 2π and e 4π terms has been fixed to cancel the π tadpole.
11 The WZ term can be constructed in five dimensions as
, and then pulled back to the physical four-dimensional space-time using Stokes' theorem [83] . 12 Note that the M 1 and M 2 higher-derivative terms include H 2 (∂π) 2 corrections to the kinetic term, which were not included in the two-derivative analysis of [52] . However, in order for the effective field theory paradigm to be useful, we are assuming that there is a hierarchy of scales such that the higher-order terms are sub-dominant,
i.e., M 1,2 ≪ H 2 . The benefit of this approach is that it allows us to systematically include the effects of such corrections, but for the time being we ignore them.
Transformation of π
Up to this point, we have not specified how π transforms under the non-linearly realized conformal symmetries, though it is implicit in the construction. A straightforward way to determine this transformation rule explicitly is to act on the left of (5.5) by a group element,ḡ ∈ G, and determine how π transforms. Note that this will be tied to a particular coordinitization of de Sitter space.
There is, in fact, a simpler method to derive the transformation rule for π in a coordinateindependent way. This method is closely tied to a technique we will use in Sec. 6 as an alternative to the coset construction. Consider the metric g eff µν = e 2πḡeff µν , whereḡ eff µν is the Sitter metric in an arbitrary coordinate system. Clearly g eff µν non-linearly realizes the conformal group through the dilaton field π. We can extract the transformation properties for the scalar mode π from the general transformation properties of the metric under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism 27) where in the last step we have restricted our attention to conformal transformations. Taking the trace gives the desired transformation rule for π:
This displays all the desired properties. Under so(4, 1) transformations, corresponding to isometries ofḡ eff µν , π transforms linearly. Under the other conformal transformations, π transforms non-linearly.
Given a particular coordinatization of de Sitter, the infinitesimal transformations for the fields can be worked out explicitly. For example, in the flat slicingḡ
Consistent with the discussion of Sec. 2, the symmetries associated to P 0 , K 0 and J 0i are nonlinearly realized, while the others are linearly realized. Furthermore, π transforms as a weight 0 field under dilations.
Matter Fields
In the pseudo-conformal scenario, the progenitor of density perturbations is not the Goldstone field π associated with the time-evolving field, but rather a weight-0 spectator field, χ. As a result, we need to couple matter fields to the Goldstone in a way that non-linearly realizes the conformal group. Of course, the coset machinery is also capable of this task.
Recall that the covariant derivative of a matter field is given by With these caveats in mind, we are free to write down any Lorentz-invariant action using χ, the effective metric g eff µν and its covariant derivative ∇ µ . At the end of the day, the result can be expressed in terms of the effective de Sitter metricḡ eff µν . Here are some fiducial terms in the effective lagrangian for χ (written in terms of the effective de Sitter metricḡ eff µν ):
where the ellipses in the first line indicates higher order terms in χ with no derivatives on π. We have additionally assumed that χ is canonically normalized, up to an overall constant mass scale
χ . Furthermore, we assume that V (0) = dV /dχ| 0 = dM 2 0 /dχ| 0 = 0 so that there are no tadpole terms for either π or χ.
Method of Curvature Invariants
The coset construction machinery of the previous sections, while extremely powerful, is technically involved, hence it is pedagogically helpful to present an alternative way of deriving our effective lagrangians. The technique is an extension of the method used in [66] to obtain the conformal galileon combinations, which we foreshadowed in deriving the transformation rule for π in the last section.
The basic idea is the following. To linearly realize the de Sitter group, SO(4, 1), our theory should be cast in terms of a (fictitious) de Sitter metric,ḡ eff µν , and its covariant derivative. In addition, we also want to non-linearly realize the conformal group SO (4, 2) . This is achieved by introducing the conformal mode:
This metric is clearly conformally invariant, with π transforming in some non-linear fashion under a general conformal transformation. To simplify the notation, we will omit the subscript "eff", with the implicit understanding that all metrics in the effective theory are fictitious.
By using the geometric covariant derivative associated to this conformal metric, we can write down invariant actions for matter fields that non-linearly realize the conformal group. In order to get the action for the Goldstone we want to consider curvature invariants, which pick out the dynamics of the conformal mode π. To see that this method is completely equivalent to the coset construction, first note that because the metric (6.1) is obviously conformal to de Sitter -and thus conformally flat -all of the curvature information is contained in the Ricci tensor
where all derivatives and contractions are with respect to the background de Sitter metricḡ eff µν . It is possible to write R µν in terms of (5.18) as
Tracing over this, it is possible to express the Ricci scalar as
Additionally, we know that the covariant derivative associated to g µν is a building block in both cases. Therefore we see that the building blocks for the curvature invariant story {g µν , R µν , ∇ µ }, are equivalent to the ingredients of the coset construction {g µν , D µ ξ ν , ∇ µ }. The curvature invariant prescription therefore provides an equivalent, and less technically demanding route to build invariant actions.
Goldstone Actions
The algorithm for constructing invariant actions of the Goldstone is extremely simple: we may construct any diffeomorphism scalar from the conformal metric, Ricci tensor and covariant derivatives of g µν . The simplest invariant is of course just the invariant measure
The kinetic term for the field π comes from the Ricci scalar
, (6.6)
where we have explicitly included the cosmological term in order to cancel the tadpole, much as in the previous section. This agrees with (5.22), up to the S 0 term. At the four-derivative level, we can consider R 2 and R 2 µν . As in the flat space case, these terms both give the same action for π (after integration by parts):
where we have discarded a total derivative and a constant. Note that this agrees with (5.23) up to terms which are multiples of S 1 and S 0 . This degeneracy of the R 2 and R 2 µν terms is an "accident" of d = 4, as was noted for the conformal galileon case in [66] . We observed a similar phenomenon from the coset construction; (5.23) and (5.24) had the same form at highest order in derivatives.
However, by constructing these terms in d-dimensions and then take a suitable limit, we can obtain another independent linear combination [66] . Consider the linear combination
The source of the degeneracy is made manifest by the fact that this combination is proportional to d − 4. To get a non-vanishing result as d → 4, we should therefore divide by this factor before taking the limit:
By taking a suitable linear combination of this term and (6.7), we can form the Wess-Zumino combination, already given in (5.25),
This term is a Wess-Zumino term in the sense that it cannot be constructed via the coset construction in d = 4. But it is not a Wess-Zumino term in other dimensions, which is why the limiting procedure above works. Note that (6.10) reduces to the cubic conformal galileon L 3 in the limit H → 0.
Adding Matter Fields
Introducing matter fields is straightforward in this formalism. It is clear that any diffeomorphism invariant action constructed from matter fields and the conformal metric (6.1) will linearly realize the de Sitter group while non-linearly realizing the conformal group. Consider for concreteness a weight zero field χ. Any scalar built from χ, the conformal metric and its covariant derivative will necessarily enjoy the desired symmetries, for instance
where g µν = e 2πḡ µν . More generally, because χ has weight 0, we are allowed to construct curvature scalars from the metric as in Sec. 6.1 and promote their coefficients to a polynomial function of χ
As mentioned in Sec. 5, however, the Wess-Zumino term (6.10) is an important exception. Because the corresponding lagrangian density shifts by a total derivative, it cannot be multiplied by an arbitrary function of χ without explicitly breaking conformal invariance.
Analysis of the Low Energy Effective Action
Although a more thorough analysis of the effective lagrangian is underway, here we focus on analyzing its elementary properties. For concreteness, we work up to cubic order in the field χ, and to second order in derivatives. With these simplifications, the combined action S π + S χ given by (5.26) and (5.34) reduces to where all contractions are with respect to the de Sitter metricḡ eff µν . In obtaining this result, we have Taylor-expanded the functionM 0 (χ) in (5.34) to third order in fields, with α denoting a dimensionless constant. By assumption, there is no linear term in χ, as discussed below (5.34).
Two-Point Function for the Goldstone
First we consider the two-point function for the Goldstone mode π. The quadratic action for π that derives from (7.1) is
To proceed, we must choose a coordinatization of de Sitter. A convenient choice is the flat slicing
Here we have written the conformal time coordinate as t because it is really the physical Minkowski space-time coordinate, it merely acts as a conformal time coordinate on the effective de Sitter space that spectator fields feel. In terms of this metric, the action takes the form
The equation of motion for the π field is given in Fourier space bÿ
After performing a field redefinition to the canonically-normalized variable, v =
π, the mode function equation becomesv
Assuming adiabatic vacuum initial conditions, it is well-known that this equation admits a solution in terms of a Hankel function of the first kind
Inverting our field redefinition to get an expression for π we find
5/2 (−kt) . (7.8)
Using the asymptotic expansion for the Hankel function, H
5/2 (x) ∼ −3i 2/πx −5/2 for x ≪ 1, the long-wavelength (|kt| ≪ 1) power spectrum for π is
(7.9)
Note that this spectrum peaks at long wavelengths and is thus strongly red-tilted.
Two-Point Function for Massless Spectator Fields
Now let us compute the power spectrum for the weight-0 spectator field χ. At quadratic order in χ, the action (7.1) gives 10) which just describes a massive scalar field on de Sitter space. It is well-known that the field will acquire a scale-invariant spectrum of fluctuations provided that its mass is sufficiently small:
Indeed, ignoring the mass term, the solution for the canonically normalized variableχ = 11) where the usual adiabatic vacuum has been assumed. This implies that the long-wavelength power spectrum for χ k is scale invariant
(7.12)
Three-Point Function Involving Massless Spectator Fields
We now investigate how the symmetries at play affect some of the three point functions of the theory. For simplicity, we work in the exactly scale-invariant limit for χ, corresponding to choice m χ =M 0 = 0. Up to cubic order in the fields, the action (7.1) then gives
We will use this action to compute the χχχ and πχχ correlation functions at tree-level.
χχχ Three-Point Function
The χ 3 correlation function follows at tree-level from the λ χ χ 3 vertex. Note that this vertex is the most general cubic interaction term we need to consider, up to field redefinitions. Indeed, even though we can imagine an infinite number of higher-derivative cubic interactions, such as χ∇ µ∇ν χ∇ µ∇ν χ, these can all be brought to the form χ 3 through integration by parts and suitable field redefinitions [64] .
We can now compute the χ 3 correlator using the standard in-in formalism [84, 85] after choosing the flat slicing of de Sitter (7.3) for our background metric. At tree level the equal time correlator is given by
Performing the computation reproduces the well-known result [64, 86] 16) where k t = k 1 + k 2 + k 3 , γ is the Euler gamma, and t * is a late time cutoff introduced to regulate the infrared divergence of the integral. Not surpringly, this result is identical to the three-point function for a massless spectator field in inflation [64] . This is due to the fact that the correlator is invariant under so(4, 1) symmetries in both cases. Following [64] , we can check this directly. At late times, the isometries of de Sitter act as the conformal group on R 3 . In momentum space, the special conformal generators act on correlators as [64, 65] 
where a indexes the fields in the correlator and the 3d conformal weight, ∆, of a mass m field is defined as
Then, one can check explicitly that (7.16) is annihilated by this operator with ∆ a = 0 for a = 1, 2, 3. This is a nice consistency check since the action we have constructed linearly realizes the de Sitter group. Note that there does not appear to be a further restriction on the amplitude coming from the requirement of non-linearly realizing the conformal symmetry. Intuitively this makes sense, as we expect conformal invariance to be a result of mixing with the dilaton-like π field.
πχχ Three-Point Function
As another example, we consider computing the equal time correlation function for the πχ 2 interaction in (7.13) . In this case, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by
Computing the equal-time correlator by standard techniques, we obtain the result
2 . (7.20)
As before, t * is a late-time cutoff introduced to regulate the infrared divergence of the correlator.
Note that for the field π, m 2 π = −4H 2 so it has de Sitter weight (3d conformal weight) ∆ = −1.
Therefore, the time dependence of this correlator is to be expected, as fields scale as φ ∼ t ∆ at late times in de Sitter. It can again be checked that this correlator is invariant under the so(4, 1)
symmetry generator (7.17).
Constraints From Symmetry
In the examples considered so far, the correlators are constrained to be invariant under the linearlyrealized so(4, 1) symmetries. This is identical to the picture in inflation, where spectator fields obey the same symmetry algebra. Indeed, the constraint that the de Sitter group acts as the conformal group on spatial slices at late times constrains the real-space three point function for any spectator fields to be of the form [62] 
For instance, the πχχ correlator considered in the previous subsection in real space is at late times given by
However, correlators in the pseudo-conformal scenario are additionally constrained by the nonlinearly realized conformal symmetries. As an example of how these symmetries can manifest themselves, consider the simplest action for a spectator field mixing with the Goldstone π, just the kinetic term
This term represents an infinite number of vertices mixing π and χ, however the precise coefficients are fixed by conformal invariance. In this theory, the ratio of the four-point function to the threepoint function is therefore fixed, for example. It is this additional symmetry structure beyond mere so(4, 1) invariance that is due to the theory originating from a spontaneously broken CFT.
We are currently exploring the precise relation between various point functions using this effective field theory formalism.
Conclusions
The pseudo-conformal scenario is based on the idea that well before the big bang, the universe is slowly evolving and approximately described by flat, Minkowski space-time. The matter fields (or a sector of the matter fields) at that time is approximately described by a CFT, with symmetry algebra so(4, 2). Some of the fields in the CFT acquire specific time-dependent expectation values, which break part of the conformal algebra but in particular preserve the dilation symmetry.
The precise symmetry breaking pattern is so(4, 2) → so(4, 1). The universe is slowly contracting/expanding during this phase, corresponding to |w| ≫ 1, and hence becomes increasingly flat, homogeneous and isotropic. Because the scale factor evolves slowly, tensor perturbations are not appreciably excited. A detection of primordial gravitational waves, for instance through microwave background polarization measurements, would therefore rule out the scenario.
Because the unbroken so(4, 1) subalgebra matches the de Sitter isometries, certain fields in the CFT (specifically weight-0 fields) acquire a scale invariant spectrum of fluctuations. These correspond to entropy perturbations, which must later on be converted to the adiabatic channel. This scenario was originally proposed in the context of two specific realizations, namely the U(1) quartic model [50, 56] and the Galilean Genesis scenario [51] . It was subsequently realized in [52] that these two incarnations actually relied on the same symmetries, and that the scenario is in fact far more general. Indeed, as usual with spontaneous symmetry breaking, much of the relevant physics is determined by the symmetry breaking pattern, irrespective of the details of the microphysical realization.
In this paper we applied the well-known coset construction to derive the most general effective lagrangian describing the Goldstone field π and matter fields. The resulting action captures the low energy dynamics of any pseudo-conformal realization, including the quartic model and
Galilean Genesis. As it should, the effective theory thus constructed linearly realizes the unbroken so(4, 1) symmetry and non-linearly realizes the conformal algebra so(4, 2). An important subtlety in the derivation is the fact that the broken symmetries are space-time symmetries, which leads to inverse Higgs constraints for the components of the Maurer-Cartan form. As a check on our results, we also derived the effective action using the method of curvature invariants.
Using this general effective action, we checked that the two-point function for the Goldstone π and a fiducial weight-0 field χ correctly reproduces known results [50] [51] [52] . We also computed the three-point correlation functions χχχ and πχχ , and checked their invariance under the unbroken so(4, 1) symmetries. As mentioned in the Introduction, the correlation functions are also constrained by the full so(4, 2) symmetries, which should imply Ward identities relating N and N − 1 point correlators. These novel constraints should in principle yield distinguishing relations that the smaller symmetry algebra of inflation cannot reproduce. The general effective action derived here offers a useful laboratory with which to identify and test such relations.
It should be noted that while we have focused in this paper on the coset construction -as it is best suited for the problem of constructing non-linear realizations -there exist other powerful techniques for the construction of conformally-invariant actions. Perhaps the most elegant of these is the formalism of tractor caclulus. Most simply, tractors play the same role in conformal geometry that tensors play in Riemannian geometry. Tractor calculus was first introduced in [87] , building on earlier ideas from the 1920's [88, 89] . Tractors live in R 4,2 , where the conformal group SO(4, 2) acts naturally. A nice introduction to these ideas is given in [90] . Tractors provide a powerful formalism for handling conformal invariance; by contracting tractors and tractor covariant derivatives to construct scalars, one automatically obtains Weyl-invariant theories in four dimensions, analogous to how one ordinarily builds diffeomorphism-invariant actions with tensors. Tractor calculus has been applied to physical systems in many ways, most notably to address the origins of mass [91, 92] and to view Einstein gravity from a six-dimensional viewpoint [93] . Although not included in our discussion, we have verified explicitly that the conformal actions constructed with apparatus of tractor calculus agree with those descending from the coset construction.
Another method of constructing field theories with non-linearly realized symmetries is the embeddedbrane technique of [94] [95] [96] , in which the physical space is imagined as a 3-brane floating in a nondynamical bulk. The fields in the physical space-time then inherit non-linear symmetries from the Killing vectors of the higher-dimensional bulk. In [96] , this approach was used to construct effective field theories realizing various patterns of symmetry breaking to maximal subalgebras.
A A Six-Dimensional Perspective on the Negative Quartic
Model
Here we present the negative quartic model from a slightly new perspective. As was first shown by Dirac [97] , the conformal group of R 3,1 -SO(4, 2) -has a natural action in six-dimensional
Minkowski space with two time-like directions. The SO(4, 2) acts as the 6d Lorentz transformations which leave the six-dimensional light cone invariant. Related ideas appeared in [78, 98] which consider spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry. This ambient space construction can also be viewed from the tractor calculus viewpoint [99] [100] [101] and is also related to the two-times (2T)
program [102] . A similar six-dimensional construction has also been profitable in constructing scattering amplitudes in 4d [103] . Here we follow mostly [98] and interpret the results in a new way. We identify R The isometry algebra of this action is so(4, 2), generated by δ J AB = y A ∂ B − y B ∂ A . The relation between this six dimensional parameterization of the algebra and the standard four dimensional parameterization is given by (2.3).
In addition to the equation of motion, the dynamics should be independent of which null hyperplane we choose, that is the field φ must be invariant under scaling up and down the light cone, corresponding to dilations from the four-dimensional perspective. Requiring that the field transform with weight 1 implies that it satisfies the equation [78, 98] where h A is a six-dimensional time-like unit vector. This background profile spontaneously breaks the conformal algebra down to the stabilizer of the vector h A , in this case it is the de Sitter algebra so(4, 1), 13 we therefore have the symmetry breaking pattern so(4, 2) −→ so(4, 1) .
It is also worth noting that the expression (A.5) can be projected down to a solution of the four-dimensional equations of motion using the embedding (A.1)-the six-dimensional approach is merely a convenient way to make conformal symmetry manifest, much as Poincaré symmetry is manifest in the four dimensional theory. Having found these solutions to the equations of motion, we return to the four-dimensional picture and note that spectator fields will couple to the effective metricḡ eff µν =φ 2 η µν = 2 λ(h A y A ) 2 η µν .
(A.7)
We have not yet chosen an explicit h A , which will correspond to an explicit coordinitization of de Sitter; in order to recover the parameterization considered above, consider the case where h A points along the y 0 = x 0 ≡ t direction. This corresponds to the field profile (2.6); it is relatively easy to check that the stabilizer of the vector h A is generated by 8) which form an so(4, 1) algebra and correspond precisely to the generators (2.7). In this case, the effective metric to which spectator fields couple is Alternatively, we could take h A to point along the y 6 = 
